#OAWEEK: Breaking the wall
Instructions and crossword clues

#1 Which is the declaration that promotes alternatives to the impact factor as a way of evaluating researcher’s work?

To guess the first word, look out for it at our free screening of the documentary Paywall: The Business of Scholarship, at Cinemes Girona at 5 pm on Wednesday 24 October. If you can’t come in person, you can also see the film on https://vimeo.com/273358286. Watch closely! About 31 minutes into the documentary mention is made of this declaration. The abbreviation for the declaration is the answer!

#2 Getting to know the O2 Repository and its services

If you are a researcher...
Contribute to the O2 Repository and help us bring greater visibility to your research work! Choose one of your articles, send it to bibrecerca@uoc.edu and our colleagues at the Library will email you to tell you which version can be uploaded and the word that answers gap no 2.

If you are management staff...
Go to the O2 Repository, find an article that is available in open access and send its name to bibrecerca@uoc.edu. Our colleagues at the Library will email you to give you answer number 2 for the crossword.

#3 Which is the European Commission Project on Open Science?

Follow @moocmicro on Twitter, our MicroMOOC on open access! On Wednesday 24 October you’ll be able to hear Carlos Moedas talking about this European research data initiative. The third word in the crossword is this European project’s abbreviation.

#4 Which route involves self-archiving in repositories?

Traditionally open access has had two routes. Keep your eye on our @moocmicro MicroMOOC on Twitter; on Tuesday 23 October we’ll be talking about publishing in open access, a chance to learn the name of this route, which is the fourth answer for the crossword!

Good luck!